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 Vittorio and I have been working on code to 
search for Michel electrons from stopping 
muons in the P0D.

 Code already exists in P0DNuESearch, but we 
wanted to see if it could be improved upon.

 This is a preliminary comparison of the 
efficiency of the two codes.



  

The Developed Code

 Cycles through each track in the event, and 
locates most upstream and downstream points.

 Finds hits >40 ns within 30 cm of track ends
 Clusters late hits in time.
 Cuts:

 Cluster must have 2 or more hits.
 Cluster must produce +40 PE's
 Muon must stop within 30 cm of the edge of the 

P0D.



  

The Existing Code

 Very similar principle
 Existing code clusters late hits in time (>100 ns) 

and space (< 9 cm)
 Cuts are made in charge and and hit number
 Clusters are checked to insure they overlap 

with tracks in the spill. 



  

Running the Code

 Ran on 2000 MDC1 spills 
 Approx. 1x1018  POT, I think.

 Ran on collaboration era p0dRecon head
 Does not include improved track reconstruction!!



  

Efficiency

 51% of all Michel electrons found.
 Of the 49% that were missed:

 ~61% are due to incorrect track reconstruction
 ~14% are due to tracks of insufficient length.

 ~56% purity.
 Background dominated two types of events:

 μ, p, π  CC events
 High energy, ”noisy events”



  

A Few Events...

 This event -->  
was succesfully 
found, but other
similar ones without
correct track recon.
were not 

 Muons with 
insufficient track
length were missed



  

Examples of Background



  

Comparison to Existing Code

 Existing Code
 Efficiency ~57%
 Purity ~41%
 Estimated efficiency 

with 100% 3-D 
reconstruction

???

 Our code
 Effciency ~51%
 Purity ~56%
 Estimated efficiency 

with 100% 3-D 
reconstruction

~80%



  

Next Steps

 Compare which events both codes missed, or 
those where one missed and the other did not.

 Run with the updated track reconstruction.
 Compare ”false positives” between each code.

 Introduce ”parent” cut?
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